Grad School Awards

Grants to Seniors

Dr. Robert Clark, advisor for graduate study, announced several awards for seniors.

American Academy of Arts and Sciences, study mathematics at Ohio State University, where he has a $240,000 three-month sabbatical. Dennis L. Gilbert has received a $300,000 one-year fellowship and use of the library and other facilities at the American Academy of Rome in Rome, Italy. The academy, founded in 1894, has become the center for American arts activities in Europe. Opportunities for graduate study are available in different fields of knowledge, and an American scholar interested in what Americans are doing abroad.

While at Aquinas, Mr. Fortner entered winning composition in all the arts. During the year, his "Prelude for Chamber Orchestra" won The Arts Competition. Sister M. Annette, O.P., was named Junior Sponsor "Greenridge 19" Junior class officers have been elected for the coming school year. This year's Junior organization has elected: President, Sister Mary Amata, O.P., Ph.D.; Vice President, Ronald Voll; Secretary, Father Robert Sharkey, O.P., Ph.D.; and Treasurer, Marie, O.P. The group will depart for Mexico City, May 31, where they will undergo several days of orientation. They will work in Dimo, Michoacan in the mountainous north west of Mexico City. Each student will live with a Mexican family, and become part of the family.

While in Dimo, the students will be involved in taking census, house to house, working with the literacy, and, most of all, constructing a church.

Mr. Reed points out the starting line to freshman, Mary Schelb, in Aquinas' first "500," May 6.
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Tricycle Race to Become Spring Tradition on Campus

The first Aquinas College Intercollegiate Tricycle Race was, indeed, a big success; and it is hoped that even an Harvard has its ivory covered walls, Aquinas might continue its new and fun-filled tradition.

The race itself was action-packed from start to finish. In the "girls" division, the "Bats out of Hell" paddled themselves to fame and fortune by taking first place honors. Because of the sizable lead her teammates Carol Geraci, Mary Callan, Maureen Callan, Nancy Fahrner, Mary Lou Burns, and Sue Brundige built up for her, Laura Lentz, the anchorwoman for the "Bats out of Hell" crossed the finish line first of the other two teams. In the men's division, Sam Lican, Dave O'Driscoll, John Sutherland, John Schmid, Das McLauren, Bob Bush, and Bob Lyons combined efforts and captured first place.

Kem Meyer had the great honor of presenting to each of the winning teams a trophy. This solemn presentation was held at the dance which followed the gala relays.

Music Alumni Merits

American Academy Award

Jack Forster, a 1959 Aquinas alumnus in Music Education, has been awarded the position "Jay S. Negley" by the American Academy of Rome for his performance. In the year 1965-68 he received a stipend of $5,000 for research in the field of music education and use of the library and other facilities at the American Academy of Rome in Rome, Italy. The academy, founded in 1894, has become the center for American arts activities in Europe. Opportunities for graduate study are available in different fields of knowledge, and an American scholar interested in what Americans are doing abroad.
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Inefficiency or Oversight?

Is Aquinas concerned about its students? Yes! Is Aquinas concerned about its graduates? Definitely! And obviously, Yes—with reservations! The school offers excellent facilities and a wide range of courses, but many students seeking jobs or admission to graduate schools. However, there is a notable inefficiency in the process that provides these opportunities.

When one is seeking employment, or graduate admission, several things are necessary: applications, letters of recommendation, transcripts, and interviews. These all must be sent to the respective schools. It is increasingly important to man as he progresses in history. This factor is time. The applicants themselves must be responsible for the prompt filing of applications and the prompt completion of recommendations. However, pro- spective Aquinas graduates must trust to fate for the prompt mailing of transcripts.

Witness the cases of three women among the present senior class. The first one is brilliant and is presently being considered for a job that is very important, not only by reason of its personal satisfaction and prestige, but also by the social contribution it makes in the ecumic realm. She was very well satisfied with her work. As of yesterday they were still in her folder; while her prospective employer is patiently awaiting them. The second case involves another equally brilliant woman. After making application to several local high schools for a teaching position, she requested sending of transcripts. Some of the schools to which she applied responded and fortunately she received a position. But one school, which did not bother to respond, left her without a job. The third instance expresses a sudden interest in her because of her outstanding record. The application and transcripts were more than a month overdue. The third young lady, who has been able to maintain a respectable B average, is a full-time student in her senior year. Because of a delay of more than two weeks in the processing of transcripts, the school to which Aquinas is actually interested in supplying the teachers that are so badly needed in our Catholic schools.

This leads to further musings. How many Aquinas graduates in the process of employment have lost positions because someone else was able to get there first, because his school sent transcripts sooner? Perhaps the reasons behind these a delay in mailing of transcripts can be substantiated by time. This is really no excuse, because each evening before that the transcripts could have been mailed, someone could gather all the requested documents for transcripts of that day, process them and have them ready for mailing the next day. This may not be suitable, however, because these transcripts do not arrive at the same time, but few. It is not worth the time and bother to take whatever time it would take to have the transcripts ready the next day, because the student is making a judgement against the individual students; that is indicating by their action that the few students who may lose positions due to delay in mailing of transcripts are really that important. Besides causing delays by letting requests pile up the office receives far more requests than it is receiving to send out. (This can also be substantiated).

And again there is always the possibility that there may be a conflict in the concepts of time held by the students and the office. This is not an excuse, because the students' time is necessary to process the requests. The fact of this is a judgement against the individual students; that is indicating by their action that the few students who may lose positions due to delay in mailing of transcripts are really that important.

Again, the French essayist Montaigne wrote, "I have to doubt that the statement is true that the ability to express oneself in a word 'world mirror of our doctrine.'" The effect of the Conference is truncating in the personal revelation of character and the truncation in the personal revelation of emotion. Could this be because of insufficient time whereby one cannot deliberate over the principles involved in such a compact weekend? One realizes the potential necessary to fulfill himself as a Christian leader. Humility sees and accepts each person as they actually are. Charity displays itself by group cooperation, which unifies the groups. The seminarians now develop a gratifying audience.


to express personal views. The applications of student-Student dialogue took place May 10, and the meeting itself was not well attended. There had been some delay in the proposal to review the rules concerning student participation in student-Student dialogue. Students over twenty-one. Pointed out was the fact that nominations for president and student-Student dialogue were not to be in favor of student representation on all but Faculty Welfare, Affairs, and Community Affairs Committees.

Proper channels to express opinions were shown to be the appointed student representatives, and the student-Student dialogue. Further, "I wish to commend the President—Student dialogue. Faculty members and Students who have been around will be...students over twenty-one. Pointed out was the fact that nominations for president and student-Student dialogue were not to be in favor of student representation on all but Faculty Welfare, Affairs, and Community Affairs Committees.

Proper channels to express opinions were shown to be the appointed student representatives, and the student-Student dialogue. Further, "I wish to commend the President—Student dialogue. Faculty members and Students who have been around will be able to enjoy the experience of the student-Student dialogue. Free expression of views is being made available to students in any way, shape, or form...the student-Student dialogue. Free expression of views is being made available to students in any way, shape, or form..." jails andat institution and at the same time.

Inefficiency or Oversight?

Can we evaluate interest by the number of people in attendance at an Interfaith Prayer for Peace last Sunday? The French essayist Montaigne wrote, "I have to doubt that the statement is true that the ability to express oneself in a word 'world mirror of our doctrine.'" The effect of the Conference is truncating in the personal revelation of character and the truncation in the personal revelation of emotion. Could this be because of insufficient time whereby one cannot deliberate over the principles involved in such a compact weekend? One realizes the potential necessary to fulfill himself as a Christian leader. Humility sees and accepts each person as they actually are. Charity displays itself by group cooperation, which unifies the groups. The seminarians now develop a gratifying audience. Leadership Evaluated
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Mr. Ki Sup Han, instructor of physics at Aquinas since 1964, will begin work on his doctorate at the University of Michigan in the fall.

Mr. Han attended Seoul National University, Korea. His studies will begin work on his doctorate at the University of Michigan in the fall.

Mr. Han received an appointment to the Christian Appalachian Project on which the volunteers provide the manpower in a fourteen hour day include: a main farm at Gray Hawk where the contestant, a precise and detailed knowledge of apples. Varieties, diseases, characteristics of apples, in addition to the area. President and past physics students at Aquinas, express their admiration to Mr. Han for his dedication during his three years at Aquinas.

Apple Queen Tours Nation
Sophomore Mary Ann Anderson is touring the country as Michigan’s Apple Queen. Her travels include visits to Chicago, Detroit, Hollywood, Winnipeg, and Montreal. She began May 13, and continues through May 26.

At the contest last winter, Mary Ann was chosen first runner-up in the state. In April, she succeeded to the position of queen. The criteria of judgment for the contest included, besides attractiveness and personality of the contestant, a precise and detailed knowledge of apples. Varieties, diseases, characteristics of apples, in addition to the area. President and past physics students at Aquinas, express their admiration to Mr. Han for his dedication during his three years at Aquinas.

When a volunteer works in the valley, this is who he sees, all over the country and are asked to pay $10 a week for their room and board. Usually they sleep on floor mattresses in parish trailers in half finished cabins, or in procedure of doubling food production, a project woodwork shop, home visits, sewing classes, clearing ground and putting up cabins at Cape Andrew Jackson, or distributing clothing to destitute families. Student volunteers come from precisely this philosophy which Fr. Beiting and his volunteers want to replace with a fresh found hope. They are people of promise sent to the people of poverty.

The areas of the Christian Appalachian Project on which the volunteers provide the manpower in a fourteen hour day include: a main farm at Gray Hawk where the only greenhouse in Jackson County stands as a Showcase for the Project’s scientific approach to farming, providing both employment for the people in the area and a visual lesson in the ways of doubling food production, a Project woodwork shop, home visits, sewing classes, clearing ground and putting up cabins at Cape Andrew Jackson, or distributing clothing to destitute families. Student volunteers come from when a volunteer enters the Appalachian valley; this is what he sees, constitute a unique Christian community who may one day hear, “I was an Appalachian and you came to me. I used to plant tobacco along route 421 and I saw you coming in teams, all summer long, and summer after summer. I watched your work camps and churches and greenhouses and well-plowed fields and Bible schools and clothing stores. And one day I found out why.”

Festivals of Judgement for the Apple Queen Contest. Five members of each sex competed before an audience of enthusiastic supporters for their team honor and the lucrative prizes.

To the greatest gormandizer coming in teams, all summer along route 421 and I saw you coming in teams, all summer long, and summer after summer. I watched your work camps and churches and greenhouses and well-plowed fields and Bible schools and clothing stores. And one day I found out why.”

The甄别 criteria of judgement for the Apple Queen Contest. Five members of each sex competed before an audience of enthusiastic supporters for their team honor and the lucrative prizes.
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SECONDARY EDUCATION MOLD TEACHERS

By Roxanne Grandt

"Student teaching puts the finishing touch on the college graduate who will be in a teaching position following graduation," said Sister Harriet, head of the Secondary Education Department at Aquinas College. Sister Harriet continued, "that many students fail to see when they begin their teaching. Student teaching is comparable to internship in other professions, and it is the closest opportunity for Aquinas students to become more capable in their fields."

Two plans are offered at Aquinas Plan A and Plan B. Under Plan A, the student spends a full morning in the classroom for twelve weeks. Under Plan B, the student spends a full day in the school for eight weeks.

Some of the student teachers were interviewed in regard to their student teaching. Most of the students, although they were still unsure of themselves, could see the value in the directed teaching program. Mrs. Doris Landrum, student teacher at East Grand Rapids Jr. High, was pleased with the Aquinas program. Having attended other schools before Aquinas, Mrs. Landrum said, "I am pretty I didn't know about Aquinas College enough to recommend it to come earlier." She went on to say that the program was very worthwhile, and teachers untrained in this respect are at a definite disadvantage.

Carol Feineman, at Forest Hills Jr. High, was also appreciative of the directed teaching program. She conceded that she was more capable in her field that she was getting from her experience in the classroom. In the main, the insights into the ninth grade mind, which can be so difficult at times. Carol also commented on the relationship with other faculty members. She is learning how to relate to them in a more effective way during the teaching year.

Cathy O'Brien, at East Grand Rapids High, felt directed teaching to be a necessary step before the actual classroom situation. Cathy teaches seniors, and they are quite challenging at times. She is learning how to explain in herself and make her teaching more effective. Cathy has also found a certain consistency in the experiences. She has found a learning situation about herself.

Ann Meeker, at Kelloggsville Junior High, said the experience of teaching in the classroom, and as a result, prepared her for substituting during the remaining weeks of the school year and for accepting a position next year. Nancy worked under two different teachers during her student teaching program, but both digress. We were discussing mnemonics, which are nothing more than aids to memory—little jingles in our case. All you have to do is remember names, dates, and places. For example: Columbus sailed the ocean blue.

In fourteen hundred ninety two.

Columbus sailed the ocean blue.

In nineteen hundred sixty seven.

Clint Eastwood, the actor, and Audie Murphy, the当兵, were interviewed in regard to the student teaching. Mrs. Sandra Altemeyer, Ken Beatty, Connie Bonim, in a column. If I may get a little misty in this, the final column of the school year, may I say it's been a pleasure working for Personna? May I say further that it's been an even greater pleasure working for Personna?

The Beagle Tea Party, of course. Try this: Super Stainless Steel Blades are the sponsors of this column. If I may get a little misty in this, the final column of the school year, may I say it's been a pleasure working for Personna?

Cathy also found a certain consistency in the experiences. She has found a learning situation about herself.

Ann Meeker, at Kelloggsville Junior High, said the experience of teaching in the classroom, and as a result, prepared her for substituting during the remaining weeks of the school year and for accepting a position next year. Nancy worked under two different teachers during her student teaching program, but
The Aquinas College Student Senate will sponsor a car wash, Friday, May 19, from 12:30-6:30 p.m. on campus. The proceeds will be used to help Students for Peace Corps.

The new Psychology Club will be studying for his Ph.D at the University of Iowa.

The Biology Honor Society, Beta Khruschev, will leave this fall for Canada. Qualified students may work overseas.

**SOCIALLY SPEAKS**

The New World Singers' plans for this summer include a tour of the area: Detroit, Grand Rapids and possibly EXPO '67. The group will also tape arrangements, including original material, to be used in promotion.

Mr. Lesco, instructor of English is returning to Chicago, and will not teach here in the fall, and will not teach in the fall.

The Engineeers Club officers are as follows; Dick Cowan, vice president; Mike O'Toole, secretary; and John Hieber for initiating and executing the Bell Towed Longest project. Among the directing talents to the production of the "smash hit,"

Mark Denay (Jeff Moss), Chris Connell (Ella Peterson), Joe McDonald, Pat McDonnell, Joe Mead, and Gerri Bak (Sue), as they appeared in Aquinas* "smash hits", "Bells are Ringing," performed at the Carriage House, May 2-6.

**LETTER**

Mr. Rang, who let his innumerable directional talents to the production of the "smash hit.

With such high caliber direction, the somewhat inexperienced players "came across" to the high receptive audiences very effect­ively. Especially noteworthy was Mr. Dehier's performance as the bubbly and dashbquiety Ella Peterson, around whom the play revolved. Opposite her was Mark Denay, whose portrayal of Jeff Moss was fairly smooth and convincing. Opposite her was the somewhat inexperienced Ella Peterson, whose portrayals of Jeff Moss were fairly smooth and convincing. Opposite her was the somewhat inexperienced Ella Peterson, whose portrayals of Jeff Moss were fairly smooth and convincing. For the fact that non-white representatives are many of you whom we would like to express our sincerest appreciation to all those who have in any way helped us — whether in finance, entertainment, and art projects — whether in finance, entertainment, and art projects — whether in finance, entertainment, and art projects.

You are obtaining a better-than-average HIGH PAY education! You will expect to earn a better-than-average income! You are entitled to a better-than-average life Insurance program!

Best Positions Going Fast! Call Today for Appointment

9:00 a.m. - 1:00 p.m.

LYLE B. MORRISON, C.L.U., (Class of '52)
415 Cherry St., S.E. 456-7151
Great-West Life
ASSURANCE COMPANY
Toms Conclude Baseball Season

The Aquinas baseball team has won four of its first thirteen games played through May 9. Freshman hurler Brian McKnight owns three victories for Coach Ken Kinzone's nine.

In their most recent encounter the Toms split a doubleheader with Sycamore. Aquinas dropped two games with Ferris State, and defeated Ferris State for consolation honors in the Furniture City Tournament after dropping the opener to Spring Arbor.

In the opener Aquinas scored three runs apiece in the third and sixth innings to give Brian McKnight a victory. Ken Neyer blasted a two run triple in the third, and Mike Schafer and Dick Syrek knocked in runs in the sixth.

Dick Farrer lost a tough 2-1 decision in the second game on a one-out double by Buck Macey in the seventh inning. Paul McCarthy and John Chronowski each batted in a run in the ninth, and Jerry Burns' two-run single capped the scoring.

On May 9, Hope, the MIAA baseball champs, defeated Aquinas in the second game of the Grand Rapids J.C., this afternoon.

Sluggers, Paul McCarthy, connects for a single, knocking in the third run for the Toms, in the second game of the Furniture City Tournament.

Award Honors Banquet Athletes

Coach Ed Payne's Toms men have chalked up six straight tennis victories in a bid to post the best tennis record in the school's history. In the most recent dual meets, Aquinas ripped Grand Rapids J.C., 5-2; rolled over Dow tennis 7-0; and battered Northwood and Spotted Jufish 6-1, 6-2.

In the J.C. meet, the doubles team of Terry Abel and Joe Payne took the final and deciding point. Terry Abel, Bob Payne and Joe Payne combined for the doubles championship. Bob Payne and Joe Payne also added the doubles matches for Aquinas.

The Tommies defeated Northwood 9-0 without a loss. Abel won 6-2, 6-2; Joyce Kinsman 6-2, 6-2; Joe Kinsman 7-5; Green 6-2, 6-2; Pfent 6-2, 6-2; and Jim Hinck 6-2, 6-2. The six men also combined for three Toms wins.

Coaches and players of both teams tip their caps to Wonder Lake, Ill., for its hospitality to a great tennis tournament.

Toms also had little trouble in doubles play against John Corbeil, junior, Grand Rapids; Dan Devaux, sophomore, Grand Rapids; Joe Payne, freshman, Grand Rapids; and bombarded Northwood and Spotted Jufish 6-1, 6-2.
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